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1. Define the following terms:

linear momentum;

angular momentum;

moment of force.

A uniform circular disc of mass M and radius E is mounted, that it can turn freely

about its center, which is lixed. It is spinning with angular velocity ql about the

perpendicular to its plane at the center, the plane being horizontal. A particle of

mass rn, falling vedically, hits the disc tear the edge and adheres to it. Prove

that immediateiy afterwards the particie is moving in a direction inclined to the

horizontal at an angle o given by the equation

,^nn : (4^lM - 2'r)) 1 d.)
\ ttl\4 + 4Ir,) ) \ Rn)'

where o is the speed of the particle just before impact and r.r : 4 .
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2. (a) With the usual notations from the equation of motion derive the equation forkinetic energy in the form of,

d.T

ar = Eu-

for a single particle with a constant mass.
If the mass varies with time then slow that the corresponding equation is

d (mT\
- a- = Le

(b) A uniform sphere of mass M
inclined at an angle d to the h(and 

radius a is released from rest on a plane

ping, show that the accereratio)rizontal 

lf the sphere rolls down without slip-

, b __*"-,! ofthe center of the sphere is constant and isequat to , gsir o.

3, With ihe usual notations, obtain the Euler,s equations of motion for a rigid bodyhaving a point fixed, in the foliowing fbrm:

A+-(B_C)u"ur=1,1r,

Blbz_(c_A),p.t:Mz,

Cua _ (A - B)apr: pJ".

The principal moments ofinertia of
body is rotated that it,, ungulu, u"l,u 

y at the center ofmass are '4' 3'4, 6.4 The

If i,' the subsequent motion under 
about the axis are 3n' 2z' n respectiveiy'

velocities about the principar 
".", #1;"'::r:j'";;:;",0"'"t" 

the arsurar

^ 9n.L/r - Jqrr = 7;s.chr and u2= 3aranh./,

wherez=3?rt+ln/5.
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4. Obiain the Lagrange'8 equations of motion using D'Alembert'o p

nomic system.

Two mass points of mass ???1 ar.rd tn2 are connected by a string passing thrcugh

a hole in a smooih table so that ml rests on the table and m2 hangs susPended'

(a) Assuming rn2 moves only in a vertical lhe, find the genetalized coordinates for

the system.

(b) Write down the Lagrange's equations for the system and if posgible discrms the

physica.l significance any of them might have.

(c) Reduce the problem to a single second order difierentia,l eqtation arrd obtD'in

a first integral of the equation.

Define the Harniltonian irterms of the Lagrangian.

Hence show that the Hamiltonian's equations are given by

.AHAH
qi .-, Yt- 

^ 
I' o?j ' oqr

when 1/ does or does not contain the variabte time t explicitly

If the Hamiltonian .I1 is independent of time t explicitly, then prove that it is

a constanl, and equal ro the to{al energy of Lhe system.

A block of mass rn that can 61ide, without friction, along an inclined plane

surface ofthe heavy wedge (mass m'). The wedge is free to move, also without

friction, along a horizontal surface.

i. Calculate the Hamiltonian function iI; fird out whether it is conserved.

ii. Calculate the energy E;is E: H'l; is energy conserved?



6. (a) Define the Poisoon Bracket.

With the usua.l notations show that

dF -r, u,,oF
dt-t-,"rt at

for a function F : F(pi,Si,t), i :1,2,...,n. Prove the Poisson's theorem

that. f4 G] is a constadrt of motion when F = F(p1,q1,t) and G : G(pi,qi,t),
j = I,2,' , t? axe constant of motion.

(b) Find the frequency of oscillatior of a particle of mass rn which is moving along

a line and is attached to sp ng whose other end is fixed at a point A at a

distance , from the line.


